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Transformation

I

t does not take much imagination to assume that the coming decades will witness
major changes in the building industry. An increase in energy efficiency will be a
strong incentive for the improvement of the existing building stock.
Of course, individual needs and wishes will always continue to change, and part of the
existing stock of buildings will therefore need to be replaced by new buildings. However, a
substantial part of the changing demand can probably be satisfied by finding a new use for
existing buildings and transforming them. This trend is already becoming visible in many
places.
In part, this demand is being driven by the need to upgrade older buildings so that
they comply with the latest requirements in terms of energy efficiency, sustainability and
comfort. But it is also being driven by the wish to modify buildings for new types of use.
A practice which has been applied for some time to monuments and landmark industrial
buildings, such as warehouses and factories, now seems to be developing into a broader
trend: breathing new life into existing architecture.
Modifications to façades often play a central role in this. Large and deep buildings
frequently need to be ‘cut open’ to allow more daylight inside. To
achieve the desired level of insulation and transparency, often
complete new façades are put in place. For such transformations and
new uses of existing buildings, the systems supplied by Reynaers
Aluminium can play a major role. After all, we have developed a
large range of products well-suited for the renovation market – with
tailor-made modifications to various systems and a wide variety
of profiles and accessories – which make it possible to find the
optimum solution for any building transformation project.
Edgar van Ginkel,
Director Reynaers Netherlands

Reynaers inspires *** Reynaers inspires *** Reynaers inspires *** Reynaers inspire
Reynaers Aluminium has launched a unique
interactive and inspirational website, enabling
you to get inspiration from one, easily
accessible source. On this innovative platform,
you can browse interactively a database
containing over 1000 references, select
projects that inspire you and share them with
your customers, friends and relatives.

Building or renovating?
Get inspired by Reynaers!

www.alu-inspiration.com
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The future of
architecture
is in the
tranSformation
of existing
buildings

yvan glavie / www.svr-architects.eu

In Temse, Belgium, SVRArchitects converted an
existing office building built
in brick (left page) into an
open and accessible new
administrative building. The
original structure was stripped
down to its skeleton. For the
transparent outer walls CW 50
profiles were applied.

I

n the near future, a shift will become
increasingly evident in architecture,
especially in Europe. Besides new
buildings that are needed to accommodate
new programs and functions, there will be
growing demand for changing, improving and
renovating the existing building stock. This
may very well lead to a significant change in
architecture and the building industry.
Whereas most architects are now busier
with designing new buildings than renovating
existing buildings, this is likely to change in the
future. Renovations and transformations are expected to become an important source of orders
for architects and builders, as several recent
European studies underline.
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directed in large part by the government. The
underlying idea was: don’t think too much, just build
more. This approach still dominates the thinking of Dutch builders even though the population
growth has been slowing down for some time and
will soon actually come to a halt. As I see it, the
game has changed. We shouldn’t be busy building ever greater numbers of buildings; instead, we
need to transform existing buildings. The present
stock of homes and buildings is roughly adequate
for our needs. Now we need to modify them to
meet present-day needs. That is what I mean by
small-scale thinking. In a sense, we need to become
gardeners and improve what we already have.” To
illustrate his argument, Stroink explained that if
all the building plans in the Netherlands were to
be carried out, the country would need 30 million

if all the building plans in the
Netherlands were to be carried out,
the country would need 30 million
inhabitants to actually use them

The distinction between the renovation and
upgrading of existing buildings on the one hand
and their transformation – i.e. change of form
and function – on the other is often not so clear,
which is why they are frequently lumped together.
Project developers
Even some project developers, who are
among the most important drivers behind the
ongoing construction of new buildings are now
starting to profess this opinion. In an interview
with a Dutch newspaper, Rudy Stroink, one of
the most articulated project developers of the
Netherlands, explained why he thinks it is necessary to switch from thinking in terms of “building big” to “small-scale thinking.”
Stroink says, “‘Small-scale thinking, which
I am a proponent believer of, is very much in
contrast to the post-war thinking displayed by
most engineers. After World War II, project
developers, government agencies, investors
and engineers all worked together to rebuild
the Netherlands. It was a gigantic challenge,
and some great things were achieved. Cities
quickly expanded, and rebuilding efforts were

inhabitants to actually use them, which is almost
double the present number.
The issue which Stroink touches on in a Dutch
perspective and situates in a time frame of six
decades can also be viewed in a much broader
context, as a pan-European phenomenon going
back to the start of the Industrial Revolution. That
was when population growth started to accelerate
and urbanisation started to take off as a result of
people migrating from rural areas to the city. It was
also the start of a long period of building expansion,
which now finally seems to be coming to an end.
Requirements
Renovation and transformation make different
demands on architecture and require an essentially
different approach, in which the focus is on modifying and improving what we already have rather than
making something new. Reynaers Aluminium supplies
a broad range of products which are ideally suited
for this task, such as the CS 24-SL, the CS 38-SL
and the Renaissance profiles which are available
for various systems. The Renaissance profiles are
ideal for making windows and doors which comply
with modern requirements but also have a classic

WIm
PHOTOGRAPHY:
Tholenaars
WIm Tholenaars

A former shipyard in Ridderkerk was transformed into an
exclusive residential environment. An existing industrial
building now accommodates 26 lofts and 24 luxury panorama apartments. Reynaers’ CS 24-SL system maintains
the unique industrial look and feel of the building while offering high comfort and insulation. By means of the façade
treatment a harmonious balance between this former
industrial building and the new adjoining residence tower
(above) was sought using systems CS 68 and CW 50.
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look. In other words, Renaissance profiles make
it possible to meet contemporary building and
engineering standards without emphasising the
difference between old and new. This makes
them ideal for replacing classic wooden casings
in historic buildings.
Similarly, the minimal ‘Slim Line’ profiles
of the CS 24-SL and CS 38-SL elements can be
used to provide ‘invisible’ replacements for steel
casings.
The transformation of an existing industrial
building in Ridderkerk into apartments, shows
this very clearly. The CS 24-SL system maintains
the industrial look and feel of the building, while
offering high comfort and insulation. Due to
the wide range of elements available and the
possibility of applying custom-made solutions,
other systems supplied by Reynaers can also
be used for transformations and new forms of
use in which the renovation of the façade plays
an important role. In the first place, replacing
the façade is often necessary to upgrade the
energetic properties of the structure to meet
modern-day requirements. Putting in a new
façade is then a logical step to realise the necessary level of insulation and comfort. This can
lead to spectacular reductions in energy consumption. According to a report by McKinsey*,
Belgium for example is currently underperform-
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allowed a very short building process of only six
months, but created thermal bridges that caused
a poor performance. By adding a new façade, built
with the CW 86 system, the totality of the concrete
mass has been enveloped, which lead to a high
standard of comfort and energy efficiency.
Secondly, it is often necessary to allow more
daylight to enter into buildings which were previously not used as living space, working space or
public space – such as warehouses, electrical power
stations, silos, water towers etc. The façade systems supplied by Reynaers are also ideal solutions
for this purpose.
A focus on renovation does not only require a
specific attitude towards existing buildings, but also
an approach to new buildings that allow for future
changes. Bob Van Reeth, founder of awg architecten (see also page 10), the office which recently
transformed the Philips Light Tower in Eindhoven,
has repeatedly claimed that architects should therefore build “‘intelligent ruins’ with a life span of four
hundred years, which anticipate adaptations and
conversions.”
Embedded energy
Energy efficiency and transparency are not the
only important factors in renovations. The simple
fact that a building is not demolished and that
the existing structure, with all its ‘stored energy

Transformations are now taking
place throughout Europe and
involve a great variety of buildings

ing in terms of energy efficiency compared to
other European countries, but by renovating its
building stock and improving insulation, it could
reach an impressive fifty per cent reduction
in energy consumption in buildings by 2030.
Besides highly insulated systems, installing a
double-glazed façade or sunscreening can cause
a higher energy efficiency.
The Le Pont de Moine school in Montfaucon
sur Moine renovated by French architects Lacroix & Mignot is a clear example how this kind of
improvement can be achieved. The school was
built in the 1970s with prefab elements, which

content’, is retained also makes transformation
a sustainable alternative. A young and promising
firm such as 2012 Architects, established by Césare
Peeren and Jan Jongert, focuses on retaining this
stored energy by aiming for a form of recycling
which they refer to as “Superuse”. Their point of departure is not to recycle buildings by reducing them
to the original raw materials but to recycle them at
the highest possible level. “Generally a building can
be considered to consist of a hierarchy of ingredients, in which the highest grade, the building itself,
has the most value added during the production
process. The lowest is raw material.”

From big to small
Transformations are now taking place
throughout Europe and involve a great variety
of buildings, ranging from 19th century heritage
monuments to housing built only a few decades
ago. They include relics from the industrial age
as well as modern office buildings, and range
from projects with a very high profile such as
the Tate Modern in London by Herzog & De
Meuron, inside a former power station, to innumerable inconspicuous examples of additions
and changes in everyday circumstances. After
all, the additions to and upgrading of existing
homes which many private individuals deal with
are also transformations: converting a garage
into a workspace by replacing the overhead
door with a wall element, adding a dormer
window to bring more light into an attic and
converting it into a bedroom, or adding on a sun
lounge in order to transform the living room into
a larger and sunnier living space.
* Source: Pathways to World-Class Energy Efficiency in Belgium.
McKinsey & Company, 2009.
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CS 77
Renaissance

The Le Pont de Moine School
building dates from the 1970s
and was constructed with prefab
concrete elements. To solve the
poor thermal performances, the
façade was replaced by the
CW 86 curtain wall system.
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philips
Light
Tower
Complex

A REMARKABLE TRANSFORMATION OF
A LANDMARK
IN THE HEART
OF EINDHOVEN

Eindhoven,
netherlands
Text:
Nora Kempkens
Photography:
Norbert van Onna,
Wim Tholenaars

F

ounded in 1891, the multinational
Philips company embarked on its
corporate history in the Dutch city
of Eindhoven. Not only are the life stories of
many of its inhabitants closely interwoven
with Philips, the company also continues to
leave its distinctive mark on the urban landscape.
The Light Tower complex in the centre of
Eindhoven was one of the buildings constructed
during a period of expansion for the company
in the early 20th century. The former factory
was first used for manufacturing light bulbs
and later became the company headquarters.
With conspicuously wide windows for the time
and its modern concrete construction, the
six-storey building is an example of the New
Objectivity, a movement in Modern architecture
that emerged primarily in German-speaking Europe at that time. The complex was constructed
in two phases between 1909–1921. The striking
seven-cornered tower was designed and completed in 1921 by the architects Lou Scheffer

and Dirk Roosenburg. This was where the light
bulbs were tested for durability. The tower gave
the entire structure its name. The building, which
had long been firmly established as the city’s
most striking landmark, became vacant when
Philips transferred its headquarters from Eindhoven to Amsterdam at the end of the 1990s.
TRANSFORMATION
In 1999, the Belgian firm awg architecten was
appointed to convert this listed building into a
multi-purpose complex. The large-scale project
– including 117 loft apartments, space for commercial premises and offices, two hotels, an arthotel
and an extended stay hotel, as well as a two-level
underground garage – called for the construction
of three additional volumes. Respect for the existing building was a crucial part of this project, according to lead architect Jan Verrelst. The aim was
to “preserve and, if possible, further enhance the
building’s particular charisma.” Inside, the 1970s
fittings were first removed from the concrete
construction, parts of which had to be restored.
With its rational use of static laws, the skeleton
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TO MEET THE STRICT REQUIREMENTS THE
WINDOWS WERE RESTORED WITH SLIM
ALUMINIUM PROFILES THAT CLOSELY
RESEMBLE THEIR ORIGINAL STATE

2
The same profiles have been
used in the new
volumes housing
hotels and lofts,
visually relating
old and new
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construction allows for great flexibility of design, when it comes to allocating space, and has
proven highly versatile in terms of new uses.
This also enabled the old structure to be used in
new ways without requiring any changes to the
latter. The fittings were designed to be flexible
with a view to how the building may be used in
the future. Most of the concrete skeleton was
also left visible. The uncovering of the ceilingheight of over 4 m, which is nowadays considered highly unusual, played a decisive part in
revitalising the building’s industrial character.
The actual height had been concealed after
Philips fitted a suspended ceiling when the
building was converted into offices. Special
attention was paid to the windows. The original
arrangement of window surfaces had been lost
when Philips restored the building. In order
to meet the strict requirements of the Listed
Buildings Authority, the windows had to be restored to their original state with steel frames.
They also had to fulfil technological standards,
such as insulation and noise protection requirements. The original steel frames with their
single panes failed to meet these requirements.
In order to replicate the sleek profile of the
original window frames, an aluminium solution
was chosen. The requirements of the Eindhoven
Listed Buildings Authority for the profile were
so thin, that Reynaers together with Rutolux
and the architects developed an appropriate
profile, based on the existing CS 38-SL system,

CS 38-SL flat
7
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3
The specially
designed profile
solution CS 38SL flat closely
resembles the
original steel
frames
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in compliance with the specifications, which
is now 48 mm wide and closely resembles the
original. Despite a total window surface of
6500 m2, this remained a cost-effective option.
detailing
The same profile was also used in the three
new volumes, that house the two hotels and
lofts. They mimic the tectonics and façade
structure of the existing building and were
carefully positioned in order to avoid detracting from its individual character. This was made
possible by the use of dark bricks, which, in the
end, clearly distinguishes the new buildings
from the historic structure.
One last detail still stands out on the south
façade, where glass and steel balconies were
added to windows at irregular intervals, without
altering the original design or appearance of the
façade structure.

The Light Tower complex thus provides further
evidence that changing user requirements can also
be met, while complying with strict building preservation requirements and using innovative technology. Moreover, the use of old structures is certainly
worthwhile, as their special characteristics both
enable and stimulate the creation of solutions that
are interesting and outside of the norm.
THE PHILIPS LIGHT TOWER COMPLEX
Architect: awg architecten, Antwerp Client/investor: De nieuwe
combinatie (Sichting Trudo & Volker Wessels), Eindhoven Main
contractor: Stam + de Koning Bouw, Eindhoven Fabricator: Rutolux,
Groesbeek Reynaers systems: bespoke solution based on CS 38-SL
(flat)
For more information about this project, please visit us at
www.reynaers-solutions.com

Respect for the existing building was a
crucial part of this project, according
to lead architect Jan Verrelst
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Umicore
building
antwerp,
belgium
Text:
Veronique Boone
Photography:
Louis Jongeneelen

a twisting
snake-shaped
mass of
glass, zinc
and concrete

T

he new Umicore office building provides the company with a landmark
location in the area of Antwerp
zoned for economic activities alongside the
Schelde River. Conix Architects have created a twisting snake-shaped mass of glass,
zinc and concrete, giving the company a very
high-profile signature in the midst of an old
industrial terrain.
The new office building is a striking eyecatcher in an environment of otherwise rather
uniform structures. A zinc slab can now be
seen rising up from its industrial surroundings,
characterised by square shaped storage sheds,
old brick factories and abandoned industrial
lots. The design also goes further than the new
headquarters building alone. It is based on a
master plan for the entire industrial lot owned
by the metal and compounds company. This was
a logical precondition, as the older buildings
had no visible structural inter-relationship or
cohesion. Conix Architects therefore looked for
a way to integrate the company buildings more

effectively into the industrial surroundings in order
to give the company a new and very visible external
identity and at the same time improve the overall
visual quality of the entire location. Of course, the
new office building, located near the entrance to the
area zoned for industrial activities, is the ‘icing on
the cake’ here. Umicore has intentionally established
itself in this industrial area and will be planning its
future activities from this compact but high-profile
building.
The flowing and transparent character of the
building offers a striking contrast to the monolithic
character of its surroundings. The zinc exterior cladding, transparent glass elements and white interior
finish give the building a striking and bright appearance. The folded slab, which flows from the floor to
the wall to the ceiling and further, is bordered and
accentuated on both its side wings by glass curtain
walling. In addition, each fold and contra-fold rotates
slightly further in relation to the orthogonal main
building.
requirements
“As we wanted a sustainable and energy-efficient

20
2
The slim profiles
of the curtain wall
system CW 60
allow an almost
unobstructed view
of the surrounding
area
7

The eye-catching
folded slab flows
from the floor to
the ceiling and
further
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building, we decided to use multi-layered glass
components to conserve energy and minimise
heat loss,” explains project architect Sylvie
Bruyninckx. “The result was a lengthy search
process, as we were looking for components
with excellent insulation properties (K=1.0W/
m²K) and which would also meet our aesthetic
and structural requirements in terms of thin
profiles, which would furthermore not exceed
the maximum weight specified by the structural engineers for the glass curtain walls. Finally,
this all had to be accomplished within a reasonable budget framework. The best solution
was offered by Reynaers in the form of their
CW 60 curtain wall system which can hold
double glass of 43 mm thickness. Our final
choice was for the thinnest solution in combination with a very competitive price and excellent insulation characteristics.”
tailor-made solutions
Bruyninckx also emphasises the effective
and close cooperation between the architectural firm, the contracting company and Reynaers when it came to working out the specific
structural solutions for the glass curtain walls.
“The window profiles chosen allowed for the
use of various tailor-made solutions, including
rounded profiles to connect with the folds in
the concrete, the various heights and depths
of the vertical posts etc. This was one of our
basic requirements, as these tailor-made
solutions were essential for maintaining the
desired view from the glass curtain walls.”
The depth of the profile used in the curtain
wall system varies between 13 cm and 19 cm,
depending upon the height and width of the
subsections. The overall design makes a sober
and relaxed rhythmic impression, which still
remains visible and provides an elegant balance to the expressive shapes of the twisting
concrete slab. In addition, the layout and the
depth of the joints make it possible to work
without extra horizontal or vertical supporting
elements, which would otherwise negatively
impact the transparency and lightness of the
glass walls. The vertical profiles were also
installed without using any cover moulding in
order to minimise the visible profile. In order
to further reduce the visibility of the profiles, it
was decided to use anthracite grey as the colour. By making it darker in colour than the zinc
cladding, the glass wall recedes visually into
the background, thereby further emphasis-

6
Building
connection top

The depths of the
profiles vary between 13 and 19 cm
depending upon the
height and width of
the subsections
4
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ing the calm and relaxed nature of the exterior
design.
The use of these profiles made it possible
to work out a detailed design which meets the
technical requirements for the glass curtain
walls as well as the aesthetic requirements for
the architectural design of the office building.

The end result was the successful creation of an
eye-catching landmark providing a pleasant working environment for the company’s employees and
clients.
umicore office building
Architect: Conix Architects, Antwerp Client: Umicore Fabricator:
Couwenberg en Schellens nv, Weelde Reynaers systems: CW 60

24
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The overall design makes
a sober and relaxed
rhythmic impression

Frontal view
façade

By making the
profiles darker in
colour than the
zinc cladding, the
glass wall recedes
visually into the
background
7
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MAN
Corporate
Center

Munich,
Germany
Text:
Ursula Baus
Photography:
Eberhard Franke,
Tom Kirkpatrick
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AN ELEGANT
NEW HEADQUARTERS
BUILDING
INSPIRED BY
TECHNOLOGY
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The windows open
individually, parallel to the façade,
using an electrically powered
mechanism

Vertical section
of POW (Parallel
Opening Window)
with integrated
sun blinds

T

he design of a company’s headquarters should always be carefully considered: the building is supposed to
be representative of and reflect a company’s
position within its field, without being flashy
or pretentious. A fine balance has to be
struck between these ideas.
This intention has been successfully realised
in the new headquarters building for the MAN
Group in North Munich, completed in 2009 and
now employing over 170 people. The architecture for the internationally renowned industrial
company in the transport-related engineering
sector was designed as an elegant understatement.
COHERENT LOOK
The six-storey office complex on the Ungerer
Strasse, a busy arterial road in Munich, is only

partly new. The building’s north wing dates back to
the early 1980s and was still occupied by traditional
individual offices. But conversion and extension
have not been interpreted by the architects as a
dialogue between old and new – instead they now
form a single unit. The company’s management
headquarters have a coherent look, both inside and
outside, which chimes in well with MAN’s corporate
identity.
The conversion and new construction to the
south were designed to form part of an office
landscape which is as open as possible, flooded with
light and fully in harmony with how we communicate at work in the 21st century. Daylight control is
enhanced by reflective retaining walls, perforated
aluminium sheets on the ceilings, and glass internal
walls. In this way the architects were able to create
good light conditions and a close relationship with
the outdoor space, despite a building depth of seven
to eight meters.
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3
View of the
staircase

An elegantly
rounded and
discreetly lit
reception desk
highlights the
lobby
4
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3
Windows from
floor to ceiling
open this conference room to
the outside area
and create a
spacious feeling

The amply dimensioned cafeteria
is flooded with
daylight
4

On the outside, the main building shows
dignified restraint with an outfit that seems to
have been inspired purely by technology. The
building corners are rounded on all sides, while
continuous ribbon windows and aluminium
panels emphasise its horizontal dimensions.
The flush surface created by the windows and
panels gives the building’s skin a sleek, smooth
and even silk-like appearance in certain lights.
That the aluminium panels shine differently
according to the light conditions is due to the
finishing processes applied to the surfaces,
which were ground longitudinally before being
anodised, so that the aluminium looks like
finely finished stainless steel.

32

SUBTLE TECHNOLOGY
The ribbon windows were designed as a
double façade with integrated sun protection.
Individual windows can be opened, if required,
using sophisticated, subtle technology boasting special fittings from Reynaers. The 300
kg parallel opening windows are electrically
powered and can be pushed up to 30 cm
from the façade surface. The durability of the
mechanism was proven with a test operation
of 33,000 cycles. In terms of sound protection,
these parallel opening windows are more efficient than turn/tilt variants, mainly because
of the double glazed façade that also creates
an enhancement of the natural ventilation. For
insulation the skeleton strips of the CS 86-HI
system were used contributing considerably to
the energy efficiency of the building. Sun protection blades are fitted between two panes
and can be adjusted to different heights, which
enables an effective distinction to be made
between sun protection and daylight control.
The executive floor presented a special
challenge. Spherically curved corner elements
were developed, from which inclined sash
windows lead through to the terrace.
Overall, MAN has gained a Corporate
Center which fits like a tailor-made suit, with a
classic cut and high quality fabric.
MAN Corporate Center
Architect: DMP Architekten, Munich Main contractor: Max
Bögl Bauunternehmung GmbH & Co. KG, Munich Investor:
FOM Real Estate, Heidelberg Reynaers systems: bespoke
solution based on CS 86-HI, CW 50
For more information about this project, please visit us at:
www.reynaers-solutions.com
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The building corners are rounded on all sides,
while continuous ribbon windows and aluminium
panels emphasise its horizontal dimensions
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National
Museum
PRZEMYŚL

A BRAND NEW
BUILDING
FOR THE
MUSEUM OF
THE PRZEMYŚL
REGION

Przemyśl,
POLAND
Text:
Roman Rutkowski
Photography:
Marek Horwat
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L

ocated in the south-east corner of Poland, Przemyśl is one of the country’s
oldest cities. Its turbulent history began to be archived in 1910 under the Przemyśl
Society of Friends of Learning, whose work
continued from 1920 under the patronage of the
National Museum of the Przemyśl Region. The
institution has moved its headquarters time
and again over nearly 100 years of existence,
ultimately deciding at the turn of the century to
erect a brand new centre. A national architectural competition was held in 2002. Out of over
100 participants, the Krakow-based studio KKM
Kozień Architects was selected.

The building designed by KKM is the first
National Museum object that was constructed
in postwar Poland. The building site posed challenges, being situated between the bustling Plac
Rybi marketplace and a charming wooded park
nestled next to a lively pedestrian thoroughfare.
Located close to the heart of the city, the museum fuses regularity and geometric looseness,
monumentalism and intimacy, undoubtedly
inspired by the buildings of the neighbour-

hood. Basically it is divided into two main parts: an
orthogonal box that serves as an exhibition and
lecture hall, and a poetically shaped entrance and
administrative section adjoined to the ‘box’. The
‘box’ is three-storied and topped with stucco, the
remaining part of the structure is four-storied and
neatly coated with cut sandstone perforated by
horizontal windows.
FUNCTIONAL DIVISION
The new building has everything typical of a
small museum: 1200 m2 of presentation space, a
conference hall for 200 people, a library, and a
refreshments bar, as well as 1000 m2 of storage
space, a workshop, office space, and guest rooms.
The functional division is simple: the ground floor
is meant for temporary displays and conferences;
the second floor is intended for exhibitions on the
history of the region; while the third floor, lined with
skylights, is designed to house an art gallery. As
much as three sides of the museum give the impression of being inaccessible – sealed-off by powerful
walls with small openings for windows – the fourth
façade is just the opposite: here the building opens

36

Powerful walls
clad in sandstone,
perforated by
ribbon windows on
the façade to the
north-west
7
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3
Skylights allow
just the right
amount of daylight
to enter the ‘box’
from above

Interior staircases lead to the
exhibition spaces
and the individual
galleries located
on the second and
third floor
4

up with a large 218 m2 glass front to the adjacent green square. Exhibition spaces are located
here. On the one hand, the architects wanted to
achieve the maximum possible effect of opening
up the interior to the outside – which is why they
used a 50 mm thick CW 50 column and beam
glass system with graphite-coloured profiles. On
the other hand, to prevent excessive exposure
to the sun to the south-east, they also designed
a series of vertically suspended steel lines to be
draped with greenery.
ENTRANCE HALL
Undoubtedly the most attractive space in
the Przemyśl museum is the entrance hall with
its series of staircases and footbridges leading
to individual galleries. Situated between the two
main elements of the museum, complete with
doors on the ground floor leading to the build-

To the southeast the
building opens
up over three
storeys with a
large glass front
to an adjoining
green square
8

ing both from the Plac Rybi marketplace and the
wooded park, the entrance hall is surely a remarkable event for the Polish architectural landscape.
Refracting walls, staircases in diverse corners, and
the poetic play of natural light streaming in from
above, all these elements create a space that is
unexpected and dramatic, if not cathedral-like, and
that perhaps puts the museum guest in a unique
state of mind even before entering the orthogonal
exhibition space.
The incidence of light has been skilfully administered. Both walls that house entrance doors are
made completely of glass: tall and narrow, based on
Reynaers’ CW 50 system and partially reinforced
with steel beams, they allow abundant daylight to
enter the small hall. In turn, the doors themselves
include Reynaers’ CS 68 system. Open towards
two sides the entry hall then unfolds into a closed,
introverted staircase lit from above which converts

into a series of bridges and mezzanines hung
in the upper part of the hall leading to exhibition spaces. The skylights, also CW 50 system,
seemingly dose sunlight, as if tempting museum
visitors to enter its highest, brightest storey.
EXQUISITE OUTCOME
The use of such high-volume systems is
complemented by myriad small-scale elements,
such as interior glazing, vitrines, partitions and
other glass elements, also made with Reynaers
components. The aforementioned perforations
of the massive sandstone-covered wall are
achieved with windows in graphite-coloured
energy-efficient frames of the Eco system twochamber window and door profile. Meanwhile,
all of the indoor windows and doors use the noninsulated CS 59Pa system.
The durable sandstone façade, excellent iron

work, outstanding workmanship, and obviously solid
architecture of KKM Kozień Architecture’s design
have yielded an exquisite outcome for the panorama of eastern Poland – a building of immense
value not only as an object of high culture, but also
as another suitably tailored piece of the urban fabric of the charming city of Przemyśl.
National Museum of the Przemyśl Region
Architect: KKM Kozień Architects, Krakow Investor: Muzeum
Narodowe Ziemi Przemyskiej, Przemyśl Contractor: Inżynieria
Rzeszów Sp. z o.o., Rzeszów Fabricator: Europlast, Rzeszów
Reynaers systems: CW 50, CS 68, CS 59Pa, Eco system

View from the
hall. A series of
footbridges leads
to the individual
galleries in the
upper part of the
building
8
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Eleven
Brindleyplace

birmingham,
united kingdom
Text:
Cordula Zeidler
Photography:
Mcateer Photograph

An elegant
landmark
on a difficult
site

G

lenn Howells’ new office building is
the last piece of a jigsaw in a long and
large redevelopment saga; Brindleyplace, a seventeen hectar site near Birmingham’s city centre, has been transformed from a
derelict, ex-industrial area into a vast new urban
quarter. But the story of this success, ultimately
achieved by developers Argent, masterplans by
Terry Farrell and John Chatwin, and the determination of the City Council to bring the site back
into use, was not without difficulties.
Brindleyplace in the 19th century formed part of
Birmingham’s character and status as an industrial
powerhouse. But like elsewhere in the UK, the manufacturing industry declined in the 20th century,
and by the 1980s the buildings on site were no longer in use. A major effort was needed to breathe new
life into the assemblage of former factories. Three
developers tried their luck, but the first two went
bust. The economic crash of the early ‘90s didn’t
help, but developers Argent who bought the site for
not much more than a peppercorn price managed to
achieve a tour de force in urban planning.
What ties the new development together,

despite the variety of styles and forms, is
the masterplan’s objective to create a good
pedestrian environment, along with permeable,
arcaded ground floors to the buildings. CABE,
Britain’s design watchdog, considers the overall
development a success, and lauds its strong
sense of place, its public places, and its response to the canal which is probably the most
important feature in the character of Brindleyplace.
LANDMARK
Glenn Howells’ new building was constructed
on a difficult site; roughly triangular-shaped, and
wedged behind an architecturally rather underwhelming hotel building, it had to respond to a
brief which asked for a landmark structure. While
many of the buildings on the redevelopment site
around it are faced in brick and are of a consistent, and lower height, Howells’ new office block
is a different sort of animal. It is slender and tall,
faced in glass in anodised frames, and is composed from two distinct shapes which are held
together by a glazed core. A curved element follows the street to the west, and ‘sweeps’ you into
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While many of the buildings around it are
faced in brick and of a lower height, this
office block is a different sort of animal
the new site, as project architect Michael Cruise
describes it. A rectangular tower sits to the east
and serves as a visual backbone. The Reynaers
systems used on the façades – a customised solution based on the curtain wall systems CW 50
and CW 60, and CS 68 doors in bronze anodised
aluminium – form part of a bespoke curtain wall
design which was tested at Reynaers’ facilities in
Duffel, Belgium. From the outset of the project
the fabricator, Glamalco, was closely involved in
the design and development process. The glazing accentuates the building’s verticality which
was an important design consideration for Glenn
Howells Architects, who wanted to create an
elegant landmark. Crucially, the system can be
reglazed from the inside, a feature that makes
it ‘future-proof’. To the east, north and west
the building’s elevations have been fitted with
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A curved element follows the
street to the west, and ‘sweeps’
you into the new site...
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1
The glazing
accentuates
the building’s
verticality

3

2

The aluminium fins
add depth to the
façade while also
providing shading

The anodised
aluminium frames
vary in colour,
giving them a
warm and natural
appearance

aluminium fins which add depth to the surface,
but also play an important environmental role in
providing shading and preventing solar gain.
DETAILING
When Brindleyplace was in its infancy and
the first office buildings went up, large floor
plates were built, and resulted in an overprovision of such accommodation. This is why Eleven
is different. The office space is designed to be
occupied by small and medium sized companies, and it is hoped that the creatives will take
residence here. Developers Argent have moved
their Birmingham Offices to the new building,
and an operator is lined up for the ground floor
bar and restaurant.
While the building is a truly modern statement, the architects took incredible care to respond to the context by means of detailing. The
anodised frames and fins to the glazing system
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are not simply powder coated but vary in colour;
this gives them a warm and natural appearance,
as Cruise proudly points out, and to some extent
reflects the warmth of the brickwork of Brindleyplace’s Victorian buildings. Working with Reynaers
on this was part of the building’s success and has
made it a worthy contribution to and a landmark
within Brindleyplace.
Eleven Brindleyplace
Architect: Glenn Howells Architects, Birmingham Investor: Argent
Group Plc., London Main contractor: BAM Construction, Coventry
Fabricator: Glamalco Limited, Cardiff Reynaers systems: bespoke
solution based on CW 50 and CW 60, CS 68, Vision 50

Light and
views are key
themes in this
luxurious
residential
complex

48
dubai, united
arab emirates
Text:
Nora Kempkens
Photography:
Mohammed Al Najjar
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Bayside
Residence
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D

ubai Marina is a new urban project
in the Persian Gulf state of Dubai.
The construction site is located
approximately 25 km south-west of Dubai
City, on the coast between its two famous
artificial islands: Palm Jumeirah, to the north,
and Palm Jebel Ali, to the south. Designed for
about 100,000 inhabitants, the new district is
being built on an area of just over 4 km2, along
an artificial canal with a large yacht harbour
and smaller boat docks.

1
A 22-storey
glass and aluminium tower
rises above the
complex

The sleekness of
the aluminium
profiles adds to
the light look of
the curtain wall
system
4

The master plan for the site, by Canadian
architectural firm HOK, aims to create a multifunctional urban area, combining living accommodation, entertainment and leisure facilities.
The area adjacent to the curved riverbank,
measuring at least 15 metres in width, has been
set aside as a recreational space for residents.
A network of footpaths and parks will enhance
pedestrian access. In the adjacent residential
areas, all of which are within walking distance
of the river promenade, commercial premises
are located in the lower floors, in order to create
a link between public and living spaces. The
inclusion of cafés and restaurants also stimulates activity and aims to give the district an urban
feel.
With its “intelligent city“ concept, Dubai
Marina aims to become one of the world’s most
advanced urban districts, at least in terms of
communication technology. For example, an
innovative communication system will provide
all buildings with high-speed Internet and video
telephony.
OPEN FEEL
Within this context the Bayside Residence
was completed in 2008. This luxurious apartment complex owned by Trident International
Holdings boasts an exclusive riverbank location. The building includes villas, maisonettes,
apartments with up to three bedrooms and two
penthouse apartments with private swimming
pools and fitness rooms. Shops and gastronomic
establishments are located both on the lower
floor and in a multi-storey building located on
the promenade. This last boasts double floorheight rooms made entirely of glass, in order to
provide abundant light and create an open feel.
The restaurants and cafés will be able to offer
attractive outdoor seating in front of the building and on the upper patios. A stone-coloured
closed area serves as a base for the villas built
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onto the south-west side of the building, and the
maisonettes on the north-east side. Their rather
staggered arrangement ensures that each unit
has a view of the water. A 22-storey glass and
aluminium tower rises above the entire complex.
Its glass façade is slightly bow-shaped, based
on Reynaers’curtain wall system CW 50-SC,
which appears very light due to its sleek 20
mm profiles and allows plenty of light into the
apartments. The CP 50Pa non-insulated sliding
system was chosen for the movable elements
on the balconies and patios, which slide behind
the glass façade. This avoids compromising the
uniform, light appearance of the curtain wall
façade and optimises the incidence of light. The
protruding balconies are clad with stone slabs,
which divide the tower horizontally. A strip running diagonally across the façade also gives the
structure an elegant yet dynamic feel.
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3
Movable elements
on the balconies
slide behind the
glass façade

The protruding
balcony floors, clad
in stone, divide the
tower horizontally
4

INNOVATION AND LUXURY
The high quality fittings inside the building
also reflect the future-oriented approach and
luxurious standards, for which Dubai is well
known. The accommodation units, for example,
are equipped with a custom-made Smarthome
module, which enables all IT-supported functions to be controlled using one single device.
The innovative, and unprecedented in Dubai,
Oxygen Bar concept, a state-of-the-art wellness
facility, adds the finishing touch to this exclusive
property.
The Bayside Residence blends harmoniously
into the new Dubai Marina centre, which, though
still being developed, is already one of the most
popular locations in the United Arab Emirates.
The district’s new metro link will certainly add to
its popularity.
bayside residence
Architect: Archgroup Consultant, Dubai Client/investor: KQS
Kulkarni Quantity Surveyors, Dubai Main contractor: Trident
International Holdings, Dubai Fabricator: Folcra Beach
Industrial Co. L.L.C., Abu Dhabi Reynaers systems: CW 50-SC,
CP 50Pa
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INNOVATIonS
CONCEPT FOLDING DOOR SYSTEM CF 77
A specifically designed stand-alone folding
system will soon become available in Reynaers
Aluminium’s product range: CF 77. Folding
systems are a perfect option to save space and
to create an open feeling by removing barriers between the inside and outside. However,
in the past, the design of folding systems was
a recurrent source of criticism. In the design
and development process of CF 77, Reynaers
therefore paid special attention to the system’s

Reynaers Aluminium is continually searching for
ways to further improve its systems. Here are
some examples of recent product innovations and
refinements.

aesthetic qualities – without compromising the
high thermal performance.
CF 77 provides architects with a completely
new folding solution, comprising new profiles
and additional newly developed gaskets and
accessories. Folding panels linked to each other
glide smoothly over an integrated and centrally
mounted bottom track. Due to its basic built-in
depth of 77 mm, CF 77 is compatible with Reynaers’ existing product range.
Consistent with the high aesthetic expecta-

11

6

Functional design

Low threshold
(prototype)

1
Slim Line design
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CF 77 folding
panels concept
4

2
Flush bottom

55
6
High performance
(prototype)

tions, all visible accessories such as hinges and
other accessories can be painted or anodised in
any colour.
CF 77 proves to be highly versatile: Vent
sizes of up to 1200 x 3000 mm make large
constructions possible, with a maximum vent
weight of 120 kg. In order to meet a wide spectrum of requirements and needs, three different threshold solutions were designed: a flush
bottom profile solution (threshold on same
level as the floor), a low threshold solution and
a high performance solution, designed to give
a high maximal AWA (air, wind, water) performance solution. Different opening configurations
with up to 8 panels make the system even more
flexible, and the use of only one profile for both
inward and outward opening elements offers

fabricators great ease in usability. The system is
supplied with an innovative locking mechanism.
There are two design versions available: a functional design and a Slim Line variant. The latter is
based on the functional design’s components, completed by a special vent profile for a slim look and
related glazing beads. The profiles are designed to
hold glass from 6 to 63 mm thick in the functional
design version and from 16 to 44 mm thick in the
slim line version.
The system’s high insulation values, which
meet the most recent and near future market demands, is particularly remarkable. This is achieved
by an elaborate interplay of the applied components.
Official launch date is foreseen this Spring
2010.
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INNOVATIonS

Reynaers choses to further walk the path
of sustainable building.

CW 65-EF UPDATE AND EXTENSION
OF SOLAR RANGE
Without a doubt sustainability is one of the
key concerns in today’s building industry. Reynaers Aluminium sees its contribution to ecological and environmentally friendly building
as consisting of, amongst others, two aspects:
systematically improving the thermal performance of its products and making sure that
photovoltaic panels can be integrated seamlessly into its product range (see also Report
5). Two recent innovative developments prove
once more Reynaers’ aim to play an important
role in the field of sustainable building solutions: the CW 65-EF/HI façade system and the
balustrade RB 10 Solar.
In line with the growing demand for highly
insulated building systems and due to tightened building regulations, Reynaers drew
up and designed an update for the recently
launched CW 65 Element Façade system,
CW 65-EF/HI - the high insulation version.
Even though the visible profile width of only
65 mm on both the inside and outside of the
slender aluminium construction stays the
same, the insulation value in the new HI version was improved remarkably (Uf-value down

to 1.51 W/m²K). This was achieved by replacing the
32 mm-long insulation strip by a 41 mm-long version and by further recessing the outer half scale,
making it possible to fit triple glazing to a thickness
from 34 mm to up to 63 mm. In addition to the
improved insulation strips, a specially developed
gasket is installed around the frame profile, further
enhancing insulation.
To allow the same maximum weight of up to
300 kg per glass panel in the HI system, a special
150 mm long glass support is used. The maximum
panel size is 1550 mm x 3500 mm.
With CW 65-EF/HI Reynaers has succeeded in
upgrading its aesthetically appealing CW 65 EF
system to meet even the highest thermal values.
The balustrade RB 10 Solar system, on the
other hand, is an extension of Reynaers’ solar
product range, consisting of applications that
actively generate clean energy through photovoltaic panels. In addition to the BS 100/30 Solar
sunscreening system and CW 60 Solar system
that were already introduced in the previous issue
of Reynaers Report, RB 10 Solar forms part of an
entire Building Integrated Photovoltaics (BIPV)
plan, geared towards a building’s envelope.
RB 10 Solar is specifically designed for balustrades on the roof and on both accessible and

Horizontal
section view of
CW 65-EF/HI

Outside
view of
CW 65-EF/HI

4

7

inaccessible balconies. To guarantee maximum
yield of sun absorption the panels are installed
at a 90° angle on accessible balconies, and at
an adjustable angle between 60° and 90° on
inaccessible balconies or on the roof. In both
cases the particular European safety requirements for applications in private and public
buildings are met.
There are different filling types available:
PVB sheeted double glass for accessible balconies and standard modules (tempered glass
and Tedlar®) for inaccessible decks.
Just like the other solutions in the Solar
range, RB 10 Solar is fully compatible with all
of Reynaers’ other aluminium systems, making
it exceptionally versatile and user-friendly for
fabricators and architects. Furthermore, the
applications can be fitted with PV panels from
all reputable suppliers, making it an even more
attractive choice. ■
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For more information about our entire Solar range and other
products, please visit us at www.reynaers.com.

Reynaers
Solar Range
4

BS 30 Solar
1 RB 10 Solar
4

1 BS 100 Solar
1 CW 60 Solar
7

Integration of
RB 10 Solar Gaia Maneo France

referenceS
Krems an der donau,
AUSTRIA
BM-Werner designed the new Service Centre
for the widely known Danube University
Krems. Three rectangular volumes, parallel
to each other, lightly rest on a continuous,
transparent first floor, each protruding
towards the street. A tower-like volume
completes the structure to the north and
transparent access balconies connect its
different parts, reflecting the charming
surroundings during the day
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Service center Campus Krems
Architect: Baumeister Werner, Herr Gerhard Lotter,
Krems an der Donau
Contractor/Client/Investor: Rhomberg Bau GmbH, Bregenz
Fabricator: Raiffeisen Lagerhaus Zwettl, Portalbau
Schweiggers, Schweiggers
Reynaers systems: CS 77
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Mlada Boleslav,
CZECH Republic

The entire structure
is built on poles due to
its location in the flood
zone of the Jizera River

TP skoda auto
Architect: S-projekt plus, a.s., Zlín
Investor: Skoda Auto
Contractor: D+D stavebni, s.r.o., Vrchlabí
Fabricator: DOLS a.s., Sumperk
Reynaers systems: CW 50, CS 77

VILNIUS,
Lithuania
Windows and
orthogonal granite
slabs unconventionally
arranged at an inclined
angle of 53 degrees add
drive and dynamism
to this otherwise
monolithic structure
Administrative
Prosecutor's Office
building
Architect: Kestutis Lupeikis
Investor: General Prosecutor of
the Republic of Lithuania, Vilnius
Contractor: Vėtrūna UAB, Vilnius
Fabricator: ASF UAB, Vilnius
Reynaers systems: CW 50, CS 77

SOCHI,
Russia
Light and airy singlefamily residences with a
Mediterranean ambience
GORKI-11
Architect: Michail Khazanov, Moscow
Fabricator: Steklostoy, Moscow
Reynaers systems: CW 50, CS 86-HI,
CS 59Pa, CP 155-LS monorail, CP 96, RB 10
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References
London,
United kingdom
A landmark clad in copper-based brass and
gold shingles that confidently distinguishes
itself from its glass-clad surroundings
Accor Novotel
Architect: Dexter Moren Associates, London
Contractor: Ardmore Construction, London
Fabricator: Clapton Glass, London
Reynaers systems: CW 50, CS 77, CS 68, Eco system
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Bratislava,
Slovak Republic
A vast residential complex consisting of
five buildings with two- to five-bedroom
apartments adjacent to Strkovec Lake
EDEN PARK
Architect: Siebert + Talas, Bratislava
Investor: LUCRON Development, Bratislava
Contractor: ZIPP Bratislava, Bratislava
Fabricator: INCON s.r.o., Prievidza
Reynaers systems: CW 50, CS 77
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Mohamed Al Najar

warsaw,
poland

Slick, yet welcoming, this
business park is organized
along a clear-cut structure

GTC AEROPARK 01
Architect: Autorska Pracownia Architektury
Kuryłowicz & Associates, Warsaw
Investor: GTC, Warsaw
Contractor: Warbud, Warsaw
Fabricator: Aluprojekt, Warsaw
Reynaers systems: CW 50, CS 68
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Biel,
Switzerland

This intriguingly calm
and serene structure
is fitted with a highly
efficient energy concept,
making it less dependent
on fossil fuels

MANOR STORE AG
Architect: Architektenteam Manor Biel & Gebert
Architekten GmbH, Biel
Investor: Pensionskasse des Bundes PUBLICA, Bern
Contractor: Manor AG, Basel
Fabricator: Hartmann & Co. AG, Biel
Reynaers systems: CS 77, CS 86-HI

Chateauroux,
France
Sharp contours give this complex an expressive and
energetic appearance, eased by a closed geometric
shape, which reflects the dynamics of sport

Maison des Sports de CHATEAUROUX
Architect: Barge Dominique
Investor: Conseil General de l'INDRE
Fabricator: Leuillet
Reynaers systems: CW 86-VEC
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Kharkiv,
Ukraine
66

Large-dimensioned volumes,
interlaced and clad in glass,
built up to a shopping and
office centre in one of
Kharkiv’s most prestigious
districts
Aveplaza
Architect: Drozdov and partners, Kharkiv
Investor: Concern AVEK, Kharkiv
Fabricator: LLC "Techmontazhproekt",
Kharkiv
Reynaers systems: CW 50, CW 50-HL,
CS 68

Teià,
Spain

Straightforward in their design
and generously opened up to
the outside these volumes seem
perfectly suited for elderly people

Residencia Geriatrica Amma
Architect: Fernando Nieves, Barcelona
Fabricator: Vidres i Alumini J. Ramos,
Maçanet De La Selva
Reynaers systems: CW 50, TS 57
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